Trojan Tracks is a leading supplier of OEM-quality aftermarket rubber tracks, solid skid steer tires, and undercarriage parts for compact track loaders, mini excavators, directional drills, and crawler dumpers for construction, agriculture, landscaping, demolition, recycling, and more.

Bobcat | Case | Caterpillar | Ditch Witch | Gehl | IHI | JCB | John Deere | Hitachi
Komatsu | Kubota | Morooka | Mustang | New Holland | Takeuchi | Volvo | Yanmar

TROJAN TRACKS DELIVER TRUE VALUE!

TROJANTRACKS.COM | SALES@TROJANTRACKS.COM
1.877.307.3298 USA | 1.855.514.8833 CANADA
Trojan Tracks rubber tracks are made from a rubber compound that is highly resistant to cutting and tearing under a wide range of temperatures.

Inside the rubber track core are "Dual Continuous Steel Belts": multi-strand cables wound in a tight spiral to create a wide steel belt. Our belts are proven to be more reliable than traditional, overlapping steel cores.

Then, a highly engineered bonding adhesive is applied by hot dipping the drop-forged steel inserts to ensure Trojan Tracks are durable enough to withstand the most extreme conditions.

WHAT MAKES TROJAN TRACKS RUBBER TRACKS THE BEST?

- Multiple Track Patterns
- Meets or Exceeds OEM Specs
- Cut & Wear-Resistant Rubber Compounds
- Drop-Forged Steel Inserts
- 2 Year Warranty
- Hot-Dipped in Engineered Adhesive for a Superior Bond
- Dual Continuous Steel Cable Technology

WIDE VARIETY OF TREAD PATTERNS AVAILABLE
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